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ABSTRACT

A study of the internal behavior of polystyrene in toluene and cyclohexane
was done using photon correlation spectroscopy. In the experiments laser light of two
different wavelengths was scattered from local concentration fluctuatons in the poly
mer and the autocorrelation function was calculated.
The autocorrelation function can be written as a sum of decaying exponenti2
als. The center-of—mass mode with a decay constant Dq is contained in every
mode. D is the polymer diffusion coefficient and can be measured in low angle light
scattering experiments and q is the magnitude of the scattering vector. Thus this
center—of—mass mode can be factored out of the correlation function and a new func
tion H{t) can be calculated. This function consists of a baseline and one exponenti
al, where the decay constant of the exponential is a weighted average over different
internal modes. This procedure reduces the number of fit parameters necessary to
access the internal behavior. The experimental function was fit by a multiexponential
fit routine to extract the value for the averaged internal mode.
This averaged internal mode is predicted to depend on q as $ where y is
around four for a good solvent and about three for a theta solvent. The experimental
ly determined values for y are 2.80 + 0.07 for the theta and 3.85 ± 0.27 for the
good solvent, being in good agreement with the theoretical predictions.
The limit of the averaged internal mode for q ->0 is given by 2/Xj, where
Tj is the time constant of the longest wavelength internal mode, the so called brea
thing mode. The quantity 2/x^ showed a concentration dependence in good solvent
that has not been reported before. The slope of this dependence contradicts the theo

retical predictions made on this subject The value of 2/Xj extrapolated to infinite
dilution agrees roughly with the theoretical value. The experimental value for 2/x^
in theta solvent agrees with the prediction made for the case of the non—preaveraged
diffusion tensor.
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1

INTRODUCTION

In the introduction a brief outline of the problem and its solution as well as the
experimental techniques will be presented. This chapter is designed for readers who
are unfamiliar with the ideas of light scattering and the other related subjects. The
matters will be discussed in more detail in the following chapters.
In Chapter 2 the theoretical background and the necessary simplifications to
actually solve the problem will be given. The approach to factor the center-of-mass
mode out of the scattering function that was taken in this study will be explained. In
Chapter 3 the experimental set-up will be described. The different components will
be explained. In Chapter 4 a description of the computer programs used to analyze
the experimental data will be presented. In Chapter 5 the results of the different expe
riments will be given. In Chapter 6 these results will be compared to theoretical pre
dictions and the results of other workers.

1.1.

THE INTEREST IN POLYMERS

We are surrounded in our everyday world by polymers in a large variety of
different industrial products as well as in nature. Commonly known examples include
Lexan, Teflon, Nylon, Lucite, and many others. The rapid development of poly
mers in commercial products is an obvious driving force to increase the understanding
of macromolecules to produce better products cheaper. Other important representati
ves of the family of macromolecules are proteins and DNA, the basis of life itself.

Better understanding of their fundamental behavior would be beneficial as well.
The macromolecule used in this study was synthetic polystyrene. Synthetic
polystyrene can be produced with high molecular weight and a relatively narrow mo
lecular weight distribution. A polymer in general is a molecule with a periodic struc
ture, where certain subunits, the so called monomers, are connected together. These
connections can be linear or branched. In this study linear polystyrene was used.
Three monomers for polystyrene are shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1

1.2.

Three monomers of polystyrene. The styrene rings can appear on either
side of the chain. This lack of regularity is referred to as atacticity.

MODELS FOR POLYMERS IN SOLUTION

A linear polymer chain in solution can be envisioned as a random coil of a
completely flexible thread in a continuous solvent. The density distribution of the
polymer is assumed to be normal, i. e. Gaussian for the ideal case. The random colli
sions of the solvent molecules with the polymer coil exert forces on different parts of
the polymer and cause it to execute Brownian motion. The Brownian motion will
have overall and internal effects. The overall effect corresponds to translation of the
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whole molecule and can be characterized by the diffusion of the polymer in the sol
vent.

The internal effects will cause translation of different parts of the polymer

chain relative to each other, causing deformations and density fluctuations. In Figu
re 2, a linear polymer in solution is shown schematically.
The internal motions of the different parts of the polymer with respect to each
other were first solved by R ouse^. He treated the polymer as a series of n beads
th
connected by n—1 Hookeian springs to each other. The i bead is at position r.
and has the length I. and the mass m., as indicated in Figure 2. Rouse assumed no
( 2)
hydrodynamic interactions. The model was improved later by Zimmv
’ who included

hydrodynamic interactions. By hydrodynamic interactions it is meant that the motion
of a bead creates a flow of the surrounding solvent that interacts with all other beads.

Figure 2

The polymer in solution, a flexible thread in a continuous solvent, is
treated in the Rouse—Zimm model as n beads connected by n—1
Hookeian springs.

Three kinds of forces on the beads are allowed in the Rouse model:

4
1.) a

frictional force on each bead proportional to its velocity; 2.) an entropic restoring
force on each bead, linear in the separation distance between nearest neighbor beads;
and 3.) a stochastic Brownian force exerted on each bead by the surrounding medi-

The equation of motion for each segment in one coordinate can then be given
as

where

1
1
Jy
Fx is the damping force due to friction: Fx = —y
F^ is the entropic restoring force: F^ = —a A x
F^ is the random force due to Brownian motion,

1 -1
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a, the entropic force constant: a = —
,
<r>
2
</ >, the mean-squared statistical segment length,
Y, the damping constant due to the solvent,
/>, the number of statistical segments in one polymer chain.
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The simple form of the tensor A corresponds to a linear polymer chain, where each
bead has two nearest neighbors exept for the first and last bead with only one neigh
bor.
Similar equations can be written for the y—and z-directions. This gives a set
of 3/t coupled differential equations for the positions of the n beads. The scattering
(4—6)' by normal mode analysis. In the normal mode
function was solved by Pecorav
analysis the coordinates of the system are transformed by means of a Fourier trans
form to the normal coordinates. Along these normal coordinates the equation of moti
on contains only one frequency, which corresponds to one normal mode.
Pecora's expression was verified by Freire and de la T o rre ^ using a different
approach and was then generalized by Perico et a l ^ to include the effects of hydro(91', Duboisdynamic interactions between coil and solvent. Subsequently deGennesv
Violette and deGennes^^ and then Allegra and Ganazzoli^^ solved the problem
again taking both into account the effects of excluded volume and those due to hydrodynamic interactions. The effect of excluded volume considers that two beads cannot
be at the same place at the same time. The effect becomes more pronounced for
larger polymers.
Further discussion of and information on the problem will be given in Chap
ter 2.

1.3.

BASIC LIGHT SCATTERING THEORY AND GEOMETRY

In light scattering experiments incident light is scattered off local fluctuations
in the index of refraction. The incident light is assumed to be a linearly polarized,
monochromatic plane wave. Then the incident electric field is given by Equation 1.2:

6
E(r,t) = HEq exp i(k. ■r —cor)

(1.2)

where Eq is the incident field amplitude, h is a unit vector in the direction of the
incident E—field, k. is the propagation vector and © is the angular frequency of the
incident light. The scattered field at position r in the plane defined by k- and
(3’ 121’
k. x E relative to a single point scatterer at position /y isv

Es(R,t) = h. 4^E0 exp(/Ay l?) exp i(q-r - cor).

In this equation

(1.3)

is the wavevector of the scattered wave and q the scatte-

ring vector, q and R are defined in Equation 4:

q = k. —kj.,

R = r —Tf

(1.4)

For the definition of q and R also refer to Figure 3.
Under the assumption that the wavelength of the incident light is changed very
little in the scattering process, i.e. quasielastic scattering is assumed, then

l* jl = l* /l.

0 -5 )

and q can be written as

q = 2k-l sin 0/2 = A.Q sin 0/2.

(1.6)

7
Observer

Figure 3

Graphical definitions of q and R. The scattered field at position r
due to a point scatterer at position rf with incident wavevector k\
and scattered wavevector kf.

In this equation n is the index of refraction of the surrounding medium, Xq
is the wavelength of the incident light in vaccuo and 6 is the scattering angle. The
f
scattering geometry is shown in Figure 4.
Note that the case shown is the case for vertically polarized incident light and
vertically polarized scattered light. This case is referred to as W scattering.
The experiments done in this work employed vertically polarized input, but
the scattered light was not analyzed as it was assumed that the system was isotropic.

8

A
nA

Figure 4

1.4.

The scattering geometty for VV scattering

PHOTON CORRELATION SPECTROSCOPY

The experimental technique used in this study to attack the given problem is
known as photon correlation spectroscopy (PCS). With this technique a given signal
can be analyzed in terms of the characteristic times of this signal. The signal is the
scattered light intensity as a function of time, as detected by a photomultiplier in
place of the observer in Figure 3. This signal is then fed into a correlator, a hard
wired computer set up to calculate the autocorrelation function of the input signal.
The autocorrelation function is then a function of relative time t. In this work, this
function is subsequently analyzed numerically to find characteristic decay times.
These decay times correspond to combinations of the normal modes found by the

9
normal mode analysis of the scattering function. Thus, experimental values can be
compared to theoretical predictions.
An autocorrelation function generally compares a given function with the same
function shifted in its independent variable by a given amount (see also Appendix A,
The Correlation Function). By calculating this function periodicities or characteristic
decay times of the input function can be determined. Here the input function was the
scattered light intensity function. Due to the random motions of the polymers and the
individual subunits this function is a function of time.
When concentration fluctuations due to translation of the molecules are pro
bed, the center—of-mass mode corresponding to diffusion of the polymers in the
solvent is investigated. When the density fluctuations inside the polymer coil are
probed, the internal behavior of the macromolecule can be examined. The characte
ristic probelength A in the light scattering experiments is inversely proportional to
the magnitude of the scattering vector q:

A = 2tc !q .

(1.7)

The probe length can be varied by changing the probing wavelength or by changing
the scattering angle (see Equation 1.6). In this work red light with a long wavelength
was used at small scattering angles to investigate the translation of the center-ofmass of the macromolecules, and ultraviolet light with a much shorter wavelength at
larger scattering angles was used to determine the internal behavior of the polymer
coils.
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2

THEORY

In Section 1.2. the equation of motion of the individual beads of a linear poly
mer chain in the form of a coil was given by Equation 1.1. In this chapter the soluti
on to this problem will be outlined. The effect of polydispersity will be discussed,
and the general scattering function will be presented. Furthermore, possible simplifi
cations to this solution will be given. Finally,

the solution will be reformulated to

the form that was fit numerically by us to extract the interesting parameters. The
development presented here follows the one given by Berne and Pecora (see Referen
ce 3 in Chapter 1).

2.1.

THE NORMAL MODE ANALYSIS OF THE EQUATION OF MOTION

As this work deals only with relatively slow long—wavelength bead motions,
we may ignore the second derivative with respect to time in Equation 1.1. Conse
quently the equation of motion for x is

(2. 1)

For this equation a set of normal coordinates is the Fourier transform of

(1—3')
.

jt

(2.2)

k

12
where

Qi k = [ l ]

008 [ » - i ]

f»r * « e n
(2.3)

= [ « ] 1/ 2 s t a ( j - 2 ]

The normal coordinate vector is then

fortodd

= ( |l ^ ,

l1^ ) where

and p.J^

are defined analogously to Equations 2.2 and 2.3.
Substitution of these equations into the simplified equation of motion yields
the equation of motion for the normal coordinate vector:

<2-4>
The last term on the right hand side of Equation 2.4 can be simplified by using

4 sin'
:“2 r ^ ] » [ j f ] 2

for k « n

(2.5)

The restriction k « n confines our attention again to small values of k compared
to n and is consistent with looking at slow coil motions. Now the equation of moti
on becomes

—
dt " C F k^

%k^

k — 1 2 33,...

f2
61
(2.6)

where x^ is the relaxation time of the k^1 normal mode given for the "ideal", Gaus
sian coil by

13

_

— <1

>fi

C

(2 7)

\ ~ 3kBT % m

KlJ)

Here kg and T have their usual meanings as Boltzman's constant and absolute
temperature respectively. For the ideal coil, these relaxation times may also be ex2

pressed in terms of the measurable quantities Rq and D. D is again the translatio2
nal diffusion coefficient and R q is the squared radius of gyration defined by Equati
on 2.8:

v

2
<2 - 8 >

R Cr
^ is a characteristic dimension of the coil as a whole. The m.1 and
1 r. are mass
and distance of statistical segments, as indicated in Figure 2.
For Gaussian statistics of the random coil mass distribution (for the "ideal"
2
coil), R q can also be expressed as

RG = a^

'

(2-9)

With the Einstein relation(5)

D =^ ~

the

can now be written as

(2.10)

14
2R~
xk = K2k 2D ’

(2,11)

The continuing solution for the normal modes becomes rather involved. It can
be solved by writing the problem in form of a Fokker—Planck equation and substitu
ting the probability distribution function for the normal coordinate Jl^. When these
normal modes are transformed back to the spatial coordinates one obtains for the
scattering function S(q,ty ’

S(q,t) = £ Sfx) e- I 7 .
i

(2.12)

In Equation 2.12 i is the mode index, x = q2R q2 , and T. are the decay constants of
the individual modes. The scattering function is related to the intensity autocorrelati
on function G ^ \q ,t) that is obtained in homodyne light scattering of the type em
ployed in this work by Equation 2.13^:

G(2W ) = \G(l)(q,t)\2 +B

(2.13)

Homodyne means that the scattered field alone is received at the detector, whereas in
a heterodyne experiment the scattered field is mixed with an unscattered portion of
the incident beam.
In Equation 2.13 B is a baseline term, and the electric fieldautocorrelation
function | G ^ \q ,t) | is directly proportional to thescattering function S(q,t).
The center-of—mass decay constant is an additive part to all decay modes.
This is a familiar result from the normal mode analysis, where the normal mode that
corresponds to pure translation is contained in every mode in spatial coordinates.

2

Thus the center—of—mass mode with decay constant Tq = Dq

15
can be factored out in

Equation 2.12^“ ^ yielding

(2.14)
i
with AT. = I \ —Tq. The fact that the center—of—mass mode may be factored out of
S(q,t) in this way has important practical consequences for the work presented here
and will be explored in greater detail in Section 2.3, Reduction of the Number of Fit
Parameters.
It should be noted here that the AT. are sums of reciprocals of different x-.
ATj takes the particularly easy form ^

ATj = 2/%v

(2.15)

Equation 2.14 gives the solution for an isolated chain in a homogeneous sol
vent in equilibrium. At finite concentrations single coil behavior still holds when
only weak intercoil interactions are assumed. If a scattering volume contains Z
identical coils of mass m, then the measured time—averaged intensity of light scattetVi

red into the i

mode of S(q,t) is related to the corresponding scattering function

amplitude as

I.(x) = AZm2 S;(x)

(2.16)

with A a proportionality constant incorporating both the appropriate fundamental
constants as well as those that arise in the light scattering experiment.
may now be written as

|G ^ \q ,f)|

16

(2.17)

If x « 1 all I- become negligible except i = 0. the electric field autocorre
lation function contains in this case only the center-of-mass decay:

(2.18)

Thus if q is chosen such that x «

1, D can be measured separately. Pecora has

shown that in an intermediate range of x, 1 < x < 5, only the slowest internal mode
contributes significantly to the scattering function.

The slowest decaying internal

mode, the radially symmetric so called "breathing mode", has a decay constant of

r x = r Q + 2/Tj = Dq2 + 2 /ij

(2.19)

as is easily obtained from Equations 2.14 and 2.15.

2.2.

THE EFFECTS OF POLYDISPERSITY

So far it has been assumed that the sample is strictly monodisperse, that is
every coil has the same molecular weight. Every real synthetic sample will in fact be
polydisperse to some degree. Assuming the sample consists of a certain number of
molecular weight species with molecular weight ntj Equation 2.17 becomes for the
polydisperse case

17

ic(1W )i = x X v

r,yf-

(2-20)

Here I.j is given by

l y = AZfrij Sfxj)

(2 .21)

with Xj = q2R q 2j . The index i still refers to the different modes, whereas the index
j labels the different molecular weight components of the sample. Thus I., repretli
th
sents the contribution of the i mode of the j
molecular weight species, rtij, to
|G(1W ) |The effects of polydispersity can be treated using the methods of cumulants^’ ^ (see also Appendix C The Method of Cumulants). Upon expanding the
exponent in Equation 2.20 one obtains

IG°:W) I - X

'i

e

Tf

[X ^

]

(2'22)

k
with
'a

(2 2 3 )

where I- is the total intensity of the

mode due to all molecular weight species,

- X

j

and the

are the k^1 cumulants of the

mode. 1^. and \ i ^

are defined

in Equations 2.24 and 2.25,

<2 2 4 >
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(2.25)
j
In an intermediate region for x, 2 < x < 5 roughly, all I. are negligible
compared to Iq and /j, thus only the first two modes have to be considered. For
this range of x Equation 2.22 becomes

with
r Q= DQd2 and Tj = D^q2 + <2/Xj>

Note that

and

(2.27)

are identically z e io ^ and terms to higher than second

order have been neglected. The averaging brackets, <2/x^>, denote a weighted
average over the molecular weight distribution..
Because of the different weighting of the different modes the averaged diffusi
on coefficients Dq and Dj are generally unequal. For sufficiently narrow molecu
lar weight distribution, however, D q « D j ->D and the second cumulant terms are
negligible. So

(2.28)
and
r~Dq2t + j Q~(Dq2 + 2/%^)t

where these approximations become exact for the monodisperse sample.

(2.29)

The fact that it is possible to set
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to zero for these results can be

further sustained by results from the cumulant analysis of the data. Typical results for
^2^

were about 5 • 10^. The sample time was chosen such that fmax ~ Tp where

tmax is the sample time multiplied by the number of channels of the autocorrelator.
l*2^*max /

then had typical values of about 10~^, beeing nuch smaller than uni

ty.
The problem of polydispersity has been treated by other workers, theoretical
l y ^ - ^ , experimentally^^ and by computer s i m u l a t i o n ^ W i t h the exception
of (13) these publications agree that in the range of polydispersity to be considered
here, its effects are usually negligible.
Equation 2.30 has proven to be useful to separate the first two decay modes
from higher modes for 2 < x < 5. The aim of this work though was to investigate
the behavior deeper inside the polymer, thus for higher values of x, where more
than just two modes have to be considered. More fit parameters would have to be
included resulting in unreliable results for the individual values. Thus a different
approach was taken, by which the number of fit parameters was reduced, by measu
ring the center-of—mass diffusion coefficient separately at small values of q and
2
factoring the term e—^ * out of Equation 2.29. Actually, the entire center-of2
mass mode is removed and Dq t is subtracted out of all internal mode decay con
stants. This approach will be further explored in the following section.

2.3.

REDUCTION OF THE NUMBER OF FIT PARAMETERS
THE FUNCTION Hit)

The general expression for |G^far,f)|, as given in Equation 2.22, can be
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simplified considerably. The procedure described in this section was first suggested
by S elser^ ) and first used by E llis^ ^ . This procedure is a cornerstone of the method used in this study.
As a first step the slow center-of-mass mode will be eliminated from this
equation entirely. It will be assumed that Tq is known or can be determined experi
mentally by means of small angle light scattering experiments. Equation 2.22 can be
rewritten as

(0
(2.30)

When this product is then subtracted from | G ^\q ,0 ) | the result may be written as

(2.31)

In our experiments the value for | G^(<7,0) | was determined as the intercept of a
quadratic fit in t to the correlator channels 3 thru IS.
For the monodisperse case, that is neglecting

Equation 2.31 takes the

particularly simple form

(2.32)
i
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where the mode index i now starts at 1 since the center—of—mass has been comple
tely removed from the data. For the case where only the longest wavelength internal
mode contributes to H{t), that is that |G ^ (^ ,f)| is bimodal consisting only of the
center-of—mass and the first internal mode, Equation 2.32 becomes

(2.33)

with ATj = 2/tj. Thus 2/Xj can be determined with higher accuracy by fitting H(t)
with two adjustable parameters, rather than fitting |G^(<7,r)| with four adjustable
parameters. Equation 2.30 should represent the data in their appropriate form for
2 < x < 5. It has been shown earlier^’^

that good fits to H(t) in the form given

in Equation 2.33 can be obtained for the whole range of x accessed in our experi
ments. To understand this, the second term in Equation 2.31 was examined further.
The method of cumulants (see Appendix C) was employed to this sum yielding

£ / je - 4IV = / e - Ar' £ £ , '
/

(2.34,

where the bar over the A in AT symbolizes a double average over different molecu
lar weight species and the different internal dynamic modes. Now H(t) may be
written

With Equation 2.36 the function H(t) can be described over the whole range
of values for x. It was shown that the sum over the cumulant terms is actually not

necessary to obtain a good fit to the data. In the final analysis this term was set iden
tical to one corresponding to the detection of an averaged decay representing a
collection of internal modes. This approach will be further justified in Section 4.1.
So the final form to which the data were fit is the one given in Equation 2.36:

(2.36)

Figures 5a—5c show the fits obtained and the function Hit) generated from
real data. Presented in Figure 5 are characteristic fits covering the whole range of x
accessed in the light scattering experiments.
The programs used to obtain these fits and a discussion of the effects of input
errors will be discussed in Chapter 4 Data Analysis.
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3

APPARATUS

A description of the experimental set-up will be presented in this chapter.
The different components will be described in subsections.

3.1.

GENERAL EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

The general experimental set-up is shown schematically in Figure 6. The
beams of two lasers were superimposed by means of several mirrors and a dichroic
beam splitter (M and DBS in Figure 6). Neutral density filters (NDF) could be placed
in the paths of the individual beams. The superimposed beams then faced a polariza
tion rotator (PR), which turned the polarization of the beams vertically, perpendicu
lar to the scattering plane defined by k. and

kp An analyzer (A) was placed be

hind the polarization rotator to ensure linearly polarized light. The beams were then
focused by the lens L into the sample cell. The position of the lens was adjusted for
the two different wavelengths. The laser beams were blocked behind the sample cell
by means of a mirror which reflected the unscattered portion of the beam vertically
out of the vat. Several apertures (API—AP3) were placed in the path of the beam.
These apertures were needed for the alignment procedure and greatly helped to reduce
stray light introduced into the system by back reflections from the various surfaces.
The sample cell was surrounded by a temperature controlled and filtered index
matching fluid (IMF) to further minimize stray light by minimizing the back reflecti
ons. The scattered light was collected at the scattering angle, 0, by the so called
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Figure 6

The experimental setup, showing the two lasers, the optical elements
to focus and polarize the beams, the sample cell in die goniometer,
the different elements of data generation and analysis and the elements
to control the scattering environment.
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main detector optics (MDO). The scattered light was focused on a photomultiplier
tube and there converted to discrete pulses. This signal was then converted by an
amplifier/discriminator to a logic pulse train. This logic pulse train was then fed into
the correlator/AT which calculated the autocorrelation function in real time. The data
represented by this autocorrelation function were then stored on floppy disc together
with vital information about the experiment for further analysis. The data could be
transferred via modem to a SUN 3/160 computer.

3.2.

THE TWO LASERS USED

As mentioned above two lasers were used to probe the polymers. For the
shorter wavelength the 351 lA line of a Coherent Innova —100/20 Ar—ion laser was
used. The laser was operated on single line UV output. The power of this particular
line was up to 1.2W, when operated at maximum current of 55A. A power meter
was built into the laserhead. The power output was continuously monitored and dis
played at the begining and end of each experiment on the screen of the AT controlling
the correlator. This power meter was not calibrated for single line UV operation.
The calibration used was multiline UV. The power output measured by the built in
power meter was compared with the power as measured externally by a Coherent 210
power meter. The internal reading was about 5% too high. So if the actual input
power was of some importance for the interpretation of the experiments it was measu
red externally. The internal measurement though provided a very convenient possibil
ity to monitor the stability of the power output of the laser.
Two modes of operation were possible for this laser: current mode and light
mode. In the current mode the laser was operated on constant current. In light mode
the internally measured power output was compared to a preset value and the current,
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if necessary, adjusted to stabilize the power output at this, by the operator chosen
value. During most of the experiments the laser was operated in the current mode, as
the fluctuations in the power output were on a very long time scale compared to the
relaxation modes of the polymers, so no effect on the outcome of the experiments
was expected. The light mode was only used for the 7sin0 plots (see below: Chapter
3.8. Periodic Verification of the Alignment), as then a very stable power output was
needed.
As the long wavelength the 6471A line of a Coherent CR—500K (Innova
Retrofit) Kr—ion laser was used. The power output of this laser was up to 400mW.
The output was, when necessary, externally measured by a Coherent 210 power
meter. The laser could only be operated in the current mode. The power output of
this laser was very stable. Even the ZsinG plots could be made without difficulties.

3.3.

THE GONIOMETER

The goniometer used was a Brookhaven BI—200SM Goniometer System
S/N 12 8 ^. The goniometer arm was driven by a stepping motor and controlled by
the AT. The accuracy to which the motor could be controlled was 0.01°, according
to the specifications^.
The goniometer provided the possibility of temperature control of the index
matching fluid which was surrounding the quartz sample cell. The sample cell was
modified to fulfill our specific needs. The modified sample cell and the surrounding
paraphernalia are shown in Figure 7. As can be seen the actual sample volume was
very small: only about 0.4ml. The reduction of the sample volume was achieved by
two teflon stoppers that were inserted from top and bottom into the quartz tube, which
was the outer surface of the sample cell. In the upper stopper two channels can be

Lower Teflon Stopper
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Figure 7

The sample cell and the surrounding paraphernalia. The sample volu
me was minimized by teflon stoppers to reduce the possibility of con
vective flows in the sample volume. The total sample volume was
about 0.4ml. Not shown are the in/outlet neither for the temperature
control nor for the index matching fluid. (Note: not drawn to scale.)
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seen. The sample was injected into the sample cell through filters through these chan
nels. The teflon stoppers were precisely machined with grooves on the contact surfa
ces to ensure a sealed seat in the quartz tube. Additionally, the top stopper was sea
led by a viton O-ring. This O-ring was coated with glycerin, to avoid contaminati
on of the index matching fluid. This sample cell assembly proved to be very success
ful. The minimization of the sample volume gready reduced the possibility of con
vective flows. The seats of the teflon stoppers in the quartz tube provided a good
enough seal to keep the sample clean over a period of at least forty hours.
The sample cell assembly was surrounded by an index matching fluid to mini
mize scattering at the interfaces. The IMF was kept in a precisely machined quartz
vat. This vat sat in a bakelite pot held in position by three nylon screws. The vat was
pressed down to safely maintain its position by the brass lid that closed the top of the
pot. A teflon gasket between lid and vat provided a seal against dust contamination.
The assembled sample cell was inserted into the brass sample cell holder which was
then inserted into a hole in the lid. All contact surfaces were precisely machined.
The sample cell with sample cell holder could be removed and replaced without dis
turbing the alignment of the vat or the sample cell itself. As indicated in Figure 7
copper pipes passed through the IMF and the bottom of the pot. Through these pipes
a water —ethylene glycol mixture was pumped to control the temperature (see below
Chapter 3.6. Temperature Control). The whole pot was surrounded by plastic insulati
on.
Not shown in Figure 7 are the inlet and outlet for the IMF or for the hea
ting/cooling liquid.
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3.4.

MAIN DETECTOR OPTICS AND PHOTOMULTIPLIER

The main detector optics, or MDO, provided a very efficient spatial filter to
ensure that only light from the scattering center reached the photomultiplier tube.
The MDO is shown schematically in Figure 8^ .
The scattered light was collected by a lens and focused by a second lens on
the primary pinhole/slit combination. From this combination the light passed through
a narrow band interferometric filter onto a second pinhole. The bandpass filters were
mounted on a turret and the appropriate filter was chosen. The second pinhole was
also mounted on a turret. The size of this secondary pinhole could be chosen between
50pm and 3mm. According to the specifications of the instrument, the 800pm pin
hole corresponded to one coherence area. Therefore no bigger pinhole was ever used.
Two eyepieces were built into the MDO to monitor the beam. With the first
eyepiece the scattering volume itself could be viewed, to check for possible bubbles
in the sample volume or flare or stray light at certain angles. This eyepiece was also
needed to verify the center of rotation of the goniometer arm (see Chapter 3.8. Perio
dic Verification of the Alignment). With the second eyepiece the primary pinhole slit
combination could be observed. This was helpful in the primary alignment procedure
of the MDO.
The MDO proved to be very effective as a spatial filter. With the 800pm
pinhole and no laser line filter in place the count rate of the photomultiplier was not
significantly higher than the dark count rate when the laser beam was blocked, even
with the room lights on.
In contradiction to Figure 8 no fiber optics were used. The photomultiplier
tube was mounted directly behind the MDO on the goniometer arm. The photomulti
plier tube, EMI 9863 PMT, was of course sensitive in the ultraviolet. The dark
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The main detector optics provided a very efficient spatial filter. The
two eyepieces helped aligning the MDO and controlling the scattering
volume. The wavelength of the sampled light could be selected and
and the amount could be controlled by die second pinhole. In contrast
to the picture no fiber optics were used. The photomultiplier was
mounted direcdy behind the MDO.
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count rate was about 20 counts/s. Pulses from the phototube were fed into an amplifi
er/discriminator and converted into logic pulses. This pulse train was fed into the
correlator in order to calculate the autocorrelation function. In addition, the count
rate was determined (by a DC 503A universal counter and timer by Tectronix) and
displayed. By monitoring the count rate, "strange" behavior, e.g. bubble formation
in the sample volume or long time changes of the laser power output, could readily
be noticed.

3.5.

THE INDEX MATCHING FLUID

Distilled in glass spectrophotometric grade toluene (manufactured by Burdick
and Jackson) was used as index matching fluid (IMF). We experimented as well with
other index matching fluids, including glycerol and special hydrocarbonated oils with
a carefully matched index of refraction for a certain wavelength. These liquids were
supposed to be nonabsorbing in the ultraviolet. We found significant absorption at
3511A. These liquids could therefore not be used as IMFs. Toluene was the one
liquid found with the lowest absorption in the UV.
The IMF was pumped through teflon tubing by a centrifugal pump. The inner
parts in contact with the IMF were all stainless steel. All materials, including for
example Buna—N, Tygon—special or Viton, besides teflon, brass and stainless steel
were found to contaminate the toluene. These contaminations resulted in increased
absorption and fluorescence of the UV laser light in the toluene.
The IMF was pumped through a combination of a 2(im and a 0.5|im nominal
pore size Millipore teflon filters in a teflon housing. With this combination, dust
contamination of the toluene could be removed very effectively. Despite our precauti
ons to keep the IMF clean, it degraded over a period of about a month. Thus the
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toluene was replaced on a monthly basis, or in particular before each experiment to
measure the q dependence of the internal modes.

3.6.

TEMPERATURE CONTROL

The temperature of the sample had to be maintained at a constant value during
the experiments. A change in the temperature would result in a change in the solvent
viscosity and thus in the diffusion coefficient. Furthermore the temperature of the
sample in cyclohexane had to be above a critical temperature, the so called theta—temperature. Below this temperature the macromolecules shrank and aggregated,
which would have affected the experimental results drastically.
A heater unit was used to control the temperature of an ethylene glycol —
water mixture.

The heating system was also equipped with a chiller to cool the

solution to have the possibility to run experiments at or below room temperature. The
temperature control was set manually to the desired temperature. The actual tempera
ture of the IMF was monitored by a calibrated thermistor (see Figure 7). The resist
ance was continuously measured by a digital multimeter. With this arrangement the
temperature was stable to within 0.05 K ^ . The temperature varied around its mean
temperature on a very long time scale compared to the relaxation times of the internal
modes. No effect of these variations was observed.

3.7.

CLEANING PROCEDURES

The cleanness, not only of the sample itself, but also of the IMF, all scatte
ring surfaces and the optical elements in general was of crucial importance for good
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results. About once every month the sample cell assembly was disassembled, the vat
was taken out of the pot and carefully cleaned prior to reassembly.
The cleaning of the sample cell and the glassware (beakers, flasks, etc.) in
volved three steps. After drying, all organic materials were removed in a concentra
ted sulfuric acid. The sulfuric acid was mixed with an oxidizing agent to improve the
success of the cleaning procedure. The glassware remained for about a day in the
acid, the sample cell for only about an hour, as the acid would have attacked the
quartz over a longer period of time.
The next step was to rinse the parts under extremely clean water. The clean
water was supplied by a Lab 5 Ultrapure Water System by Technical Control Sys
tems. House water processed by reverse osmosis was fed into Lab 5. The water was
pumped through a filter and a mixed charcoal/deionizing resin bed. The output water
had a nominal resistivity of 16—18 Mfl/cm. The sample cell was finally rinsed with
distilled in glass methanol (Burdick and Jackson). The drying water otherwise would
have left spots on the quartz surface.
The quartz vat was not cleaned in the acid bath in order not to risk damage of
this important, expensive and difficult to replace piece of equipment. Instead it was
cleaned in a sonicating bath in a detergent/water solution. After this initial cleaning
the vat was rinsed under clean water and methanol as was the sample cell.
Other parts which came into contact either with the sample or the IMF, such
as the teflon stoppers, sample cell holder, the lid, the syringes to inject the sample
and the beamstop, were also sonicated and rinsed under "super water".
Most of the handling with the cleaned parts, e.g. assembling the sample cell
and the teflon stoppers, was done in a class 100 clean bench. This clean bench had
the additional advantage of continuously filtering the air in the room.
Through all these precautions a very high percentage of the data obtained
could be used. For example, over the period of one year only one of the prepared
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samples was somehow contaminated and could not be used.

3.8.

PERIODIC VERIFICATION OF THE ALIGNMENT

Together with the cleaning procedures the alignment was verified on a month
ly basis. First it was checked whether the two laser beams still passed symmetrically
through the various apertures and still hit a predefined target (T in Figure 6). If ne
cessary the mirrors were adjusted accordingly. When the the vat and lid were again
put in place a needle was inserted through a special "sample cell holder" instead of
the sample cell. With this needle in place the needle itself defined the scattering
center. Two important facts could be verified with this needle in place: 1.) whether
the goniometer arm was rotating around the scattering center and 2.) whether the
laser beams were passing symmetrically through this scattering center.
The first could be done by observing the needle through the first eyepiece of
the MDO over a wide range of possible scattering angles. This ocular had a cross
hair built in. This cross hair was superimposed on the needle. Then the goniometer
arm was rotated and the position of the cross with respect to the needle checked. If
the two images were not superimposed anymore the position of the whole pot with vat
and needle had to be adjusted. As reference angles 20°, 90° and 160° were used.
The second fact could be achieved by observing the diffraction pattern of the
needle on the target. If the pattern was almost symmetrical for both lasers at both
lens positions (the position of the lens had to be adjusted for the diffeerent wave
lengths) the alignment so far was accepted. If necessary the whole goniometer was
moved to achieve this. By moving the whole goniometer the center of rotation of the
goniometer arm was maintained. At this point of the alignment the back reflection of
the red laser beam off the quartz vat could be observed on the center of the laser head
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of the UV laser. This spot had suffered by then nine reflections and had passed a
lens, a polarizer and a polarization rotator twice. The fact that this red reflection
could actually be traced back on the path of the UV laser beam was interpreted as a
sign of excellent alignment.
The MDO was mounted on the goniometer arm so that at zero angle a symme
trical Airy diffraction pattern from the 50pm pinhole was formed.
Finally the whole alignment was tested by the so called 7sin8 plot. The scatte
ring volume is a function of the scattering angle 8. The scattering volume, and
consequently the scattered intenstity /, goes to a good approximation as 1 / sin6. If
light was scattered off pure toluene, a Rayleigh scatterer which scatters isotropically
in the plane defined by the moving goniometer arm, the product IsinB should be
constant. Figure 9a shows the normalized Isin0 plot for the Krypton beam. This plot
shows a rather typical distortion from the ideal straight line: The measured intensities
tend to be too high at low angles and too low at high angles. This behavior is typical
for a situation where the mechanical zero angle of the goniometer is not identical to
the zero optical angle defined by the laser beams. This discrepancy could have arisen
because of asymmetries in the quartz vat or cample sell, for example.
The individual values were normalized to their mean value. By minimizing
the mean square deviation from one the difference in the mechanical and optical zero
can be fo u nd^. In this particular example the correction was calculated as 0.15°.
The function 7sin8 can be calculated again were 8 is corrected by the measured
amount. The new curve is presented in Figure 9b. Using this correction procedure,
the above described typical behavior for differences in the mechanical and the optical
zero are were removed.
In Figure 10a the 7sin0 plot for the UV beam is presented. A second order
correction for the zero angle can be calculated as 0.08°. The 7sin0 plot for this
second order correction is shown in Figure 10b. The scatter of the points around the
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Unconrected (a) and corrected (b) /sin0 plots for
= 6471A. A
correction of 0.13° minimizes the mean square deviations firom 1 and
eliminates systematic deviations. Consequently this correction was
applied. Note the normalization with the mean value.
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ideal value of 1.0 does not improve significantly, neither did the original data show
the characteristic behavior mentioned above.

Consequently this second order

correction was not applied. The /sinO plots for the two wavelengths was accepted if
the deviation from the ideal value was less than 1%. The precision to which the opti
cal and the mechanical zero could be adjusted is approximately 0.1°

3.9.

CORRELATOR AND CORRELATOR SOFTWARE

The correlator used was a BI2030—AT digital correlator from Brookhaven
Instruments Corporation^. For the principles of operation of a correlator the interes
ted reader is referred to Appendix C and the references stated therein.
The correlator had 272 4-bit channels,

six of which were delayed by

1024 sample times for the accurate determination of the baseline. Several features of
the correlator of some importance for our experiments will be described in this
section. One of these was the possibility to choose a variable sample time. The
number of channels was divided into four blocks. The option was given to choose the
sample times of later blocks to be multiples of powers of two of the sample time of
the preceding block. This was very important for the accurate determination of the
calculated baseline at small values of x. At small values of x, even the slowest
internal mode decays much faster than the center—of—mass mode. The sample time is
chosen to capture the fast decay, as there lay our focus of interest. Consequently the
center-of-mass mode has not completely decayed at the delayed baseline channels.
If the sample time of the last block was chosen to be, for example, four times as
long as the sample time to capture the fast decays, the delay channels will be delayed
almost four times as long. Now the center-of—mass mode has decayed as well and a
true baseline term can be determined.
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Figure 11 shows a printout from the computer screen for a ran where the last
66 channels had been delayed. As the screen is divided in the horizontal axis into
channels, and not according to relative time, the correlation function seems to have a
kink at channel #192. If the correlation function was plotted versus relative time, the
two pieces would join smoothly together. Examples for this representation can be
found in Chapter 4, Data Analysis, in Figures 23 —27 therein.
Another important feature of the BI2030—AT correlator is prescaling. If the
signal was too high, either resulting in an intolerably high count rate or in overflows
in the 4-bit channels, the signal could be prescaled. That is, if a prescaling factor of
two, for example, was chosen only every second count would be taken into con
sideration by the correlator.
Using the built in software the decay constant of the correlation function could
be determined, and from the total counts processed a baseline term was calculated.
This calculated term for the baseline was then compared to the measured value from
the six delay channels. The comparison provided a possibility to check the quality of
the sample. A run was neglected if the two baseline terms did not agree within 0.1%.
This happened occasionally at measurements of the diffusion coefficient at a scatte
ring angle as low as 16.5°. The larger "dust" particles, always present in small
amounts in a sample, scatter preferentially into the forward direction, which explains
the occasional disagreement especially present at small angles. At runs that were
designed to capture the faster internal modes the baseline terms never disagreed by
more than 0.1%.
From the cumulants analysis, the parameter 8, a measure of the correlation
function nonexponentiality, was determined. This parameter was used as a second
check of the quality of the experiments to determine the diffusion coefficient. The
usual range for 8 was 0.005 to 0.1. Runs where 8 was larger than 0.1 were
neglected. In these runs the presence of occasional "large" dust particles distorted the
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The autocorrelation function as displayed on the AT controlling the
correlator. Hie kink in the function is due to a different sample time
(Tau4 = 24) used for the last 66 correlator channels.
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value 8 corresponding to polydispersity in the sample.
The raw data together with some vital information about the experimental
parameter, the scattering angle 0 and the laser wavelength A,q, for example, were
stored on floppy disc awaiting further analysis.

3.10

SUMMARY

The apparatus described in the sections above is considered to be state of the
art. In the experimental setup several checkpoints were established to ensure an
optimum arrangement, some of these exceeding our actual needs, as the 7sin0 plot,
for example, which is critically necessary only for static light scattering experiments
or PCS measurements at large 0. The setup was checked and cleaned on a regular
basis to avoid degradation of the different components. By these means we were able
to obtain reliable experimental data.
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4

DATA ANALYSIS

Mainly two programs were used to analyze the data obtained in the light
scattering experiments: CONTIN and DISCRETE. These programs will be described
in the following chapter. The results of preliminary experiments with simulated data
will be presented as well.

4.1.

THE COMPUTER PROGRAMS USED

Two programs were used to fit Equation 2.36.

The first was DISCRETE

which fits the data to a sum of exponentials of the form

y(x) = ]T
j

Y ~ XjX' j

=

N * 9-

(4-D

Provision can be made for a baseline component (Xq with Xq = 0. This program is
completely automatic in that only the raw data, here the y(x) and %, are input. No
potentially biased initial guesses at the a j or Xj are needed or even allowed. N,
the number of exponential decays contributing to the data can be chosen^.
The other program, CONTIN, fit the data to a continuous distribution of
exponentials, thus to an equation of the form
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b

> (T )

=

f

A(T)

e - X ( r ) ' X dT

(4.2)

a
where the limits of integration, a and b. have to be specified by the u se r^ .
CONTIN used the principle of parsimony, that is that CON l lN chooses as best
soludon the solution with the minimum number of peaks in the distribution X(t) that
fit the data well. It is therefore assumed that the data are smooth and that additional
peaks are introduced as an artifact into the distribution X(r) only to fit the noise,
present in all real data.
An earlier study by E llis^ showed that the data can actually be represented
by the form given in Equation 2.36. He used a nonlinear least square fit routine,
NLLSQ ^, to fit the data to the form given in Equation 2.35, thus allowing for an
additional fit parameter,

the cumulant term

Comparison of the results of

NLLSQ with three parameters and the of DISCRETE where

was set identical to

zero, showed that the overall quality of the fit was not improved. The results for ^
were inconsistent and occasionally even nonphysical, i.e. negative. Consequently
H(t) fits were made using the simple function given in Equation 2.36 and repeated
here for convenience:

W ) =I

l - e -A n j

(4.3)

This form corresponds to fits of DISCRETE with N = 2 and Xq = 0 and
a Q= a r

It was also shown by E llis ^ that DISCRETE fit simulated data with

higher accuracy than NLLSQ.
presented here.

Consequently NLLSQ was not used in the work
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4.2.

DISCRETE FIT RESULTS FOR | G(1) |

The validity of the approach of treating all internal modes as one averaged
internal mode was verified by fitting |

| , corresponding to a form given in Equa

tion 2.36, with DISCRETE allowing many modes, e.g. N = 5. For an intermediate
range of x, 2 < x < 40, DISCRETE gave as best solution almost always a solution
with either two or three modes. The slowest of these modes could clearly be identifi2
ed with the center—of-mass mode with a decay constant T = Dq . The second slow
est mode corresponds to the averaged internal mode. The decay constant of the third
mode was significantly bigger than the other two modes, characteristically around
100,000 s_1. The values obtained for this decay constant were very inconsistent.
Furthermore it is believed that such a fast decay could not be recognized by the
correlator with the sample times used in the experiments. Therefore this very fast
mode was characterized as an artifact used by DISCRETE to fit the noise and as not
actually present in the data. This interpretation is further strengthened by the fact that
in about half of the cases DISCRETE gave as best solution a solution with only two
modes, corresponding to the slow center-of-mass mode and the faster averaged
internal mode.
For values of x below about 2 and above about 40 DISCRETE usually
chose as best solution a solution with only one mode. For small x this result was not
surprising. The theories predict the amplitude of the internal mode to be much smal
ler than the amplitude of the center-of-mass mode. If DISCRETE gave in this range
for x as best solution a solution with two modes, the faster mode could on behalf of
the magnitude of the decay constant again be recognized as an artifact for the reasons
mentioned above.
The presence of only one mode for very large values of x was surprising in
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the first place. This mode clearly was the averaged internal mode and not the center2

of-mass mode, as its decay constant was appreciably bigger than Dq . But the
center-of-mass mode mode should be present at all values of x. This circumstance
could be explained by realizing that the amplitude of the slow mode has become
small compared to the amplitude of the fast mode, too small to enable DISCRETE to
clearly identify and separate out the slow mode.

4.2.

CONTIN FIT RESULTS FOR [G(1)|

The mode structure was further investigated by fitting the data for certain
values of x, covering the whole range accessed, using CONTIN. The limits of inte
gration were set using the results from the DISCRETE fits as recommended^. The
results are shown in Figures 12a—12f. CONTIN calculated the amplitude A(r) for
31 values of T evenly spaced throughout the chosen interval of integration. In
Figures 12a—12f a spline curve was drawn through these points to stress the continuo
us character of the amplitude function A(T)- The axes have arbitrary units, as these
fit results were not used to extract values for the decay constants quantitatively but
only to investigate the mode structure.
In Figure 12a, corresponding to a value of x = .66, CONTIN finds a very
dominant center-of-mass mode and recognizes a second mode. This mode consisted
in the raw fit results as given by CONTIN of only two nonzero values of A(T)- The
second mode grows relative to the center-of-mass mode when x is increased. The
mode structure for x = 6.08 is shown in Figure 12b. The qrowth of the amplitude
of the second mode relative to the first continues with increasing x, as can be seen in
Figures 12c and 12d. At x = 36.4 (Figure 12d), the amplitude of the height of the
peak corresponding to the internal modes is about the same as the height of center-of-
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CONTIN fit results for |Gf |» a and b showing a dominant
CM-mode and a barely recognizable fast internal mode; c and d: the
internal mode becomes comparable in amplitude with the CM-mode.
e and f: CONTIN recognizes only one mode. This mode is identi
fied with the internal mode.
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CONTIN fit results for | G ^ | , a and b showing a dominant
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e and f: CONTIN recognizes only one mode. This mode is identi
fied with the internal mode.
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CONTIN fit results for | G ^ | , a and b showing a dominant
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internal mode becomes comparable in amplitude with the CM-mode.
e and f: CONTIN recognizes only one mode. This mode is identi
fied with the internal mode.
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mass peak.
If x exceeds the value of 36.4, CONTIN finds only one mode as shown in
Figures 12e and 12f. The decay constant of this mode clearly identifies this mode
with internal behavior. The center-of-mass mode should still be present in G ^ ,
but its amplitude has become so small compared to the amplitude of the internal mode
that CONTIN does not recognize it anymore as a real mode needed for the fit. CON
TIN then uses the principle of parsimony to choose the solutions with only one mode
as the best solution. These results are consistent with the results from the DISCRETE
fits for | G ^ | mentioned above.
CONTIN was not used to quantify the decay constants of the modes. It was
found that the CONTIN results depended strongly on the chosen limits of integration.
No range of these limits could be found that gave consistent results. The fit results
from DISCRETE, not requiring any initial guesses were found to be more reliable
and were therefore used to obtain the decay constant of the averaged internal mode
instead of CONTIN.

4.4.

DISCRETE FIT RESULTS FOR H(t)

In the final analysis the raw data were manipulated to be of a form of Equati
on 2.36. To obtain this form first the baseline was subtracted from the raw data and
then the square root taken. This function, |G ^(q,r)|> was then multiplied through
f t
—
2
by e 0 with Tq = Dq . The new function was then subtracted ffom its intercept
value |G ^\<7,0) | . This intercept was determined by a quadratic fit of the the values
in the channels 3 thru 15. Thus the data were manipulated to be of the desired form
given in Equation 2.36. The diffusion coefficient D was determined in small angle
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experiments. Thus the number of fit parameters was reduced to two. DISCRETE
actually used three values to fit the function. Comparison of the two amplitudes, (Xq
and otp which ideally were identical, provided an additional check. The two values
generally agreed within a few percent. The value for

<Xq ,

as found by DISCRETE,

was consistently bigger than a^, which could not be explained satisfactorily.
Tests with simulated data proved that in this form the decay constant AT
could actually be extracted with reasonable accuracy. Plots of real and simulated data
arc shown in Figures 13a—13c for three characteristic values of x covering the whole
range of x accessed in the light scattering experiments. The simulated data were
formulated as the weighted sum of two exponentials. Obviously not only the functio
nal form, but also the noise could be mimicked very well.
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Comparison of real and simulated data shows that over the whole range
of x accessed in the experiments (a-c), not only the functional form,
but also the noise could be mimicked very well.
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Comparison of real and simulated data show that over the whole range
of x accessed in the experiments (a-c), not only the functional form,
but also the noise could be mimicked very well.
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When the exact value for D was input to the simulated correlation functions
and before noise was added, fits to Hit) using Equation 2.36 yielded essentially
exact results for AT. After the addition of noise, fits to the simulated functions re
sulted in estimates of AT whose accuracy depended both on the accuracy of the
input values of D as well as on the magnitude of x. For intermediate and large x,
an input inaccuracy of 2% in D resulted in estimates of AT that were accurate to
about 2—3%. This was considered to be a worst case scenario since measured values
of D, determined in each such case from eight replicate measurements at small q,
were reckoned to be accurate to 1—2%. For small x, an inaccuracy of 2% in D
produced in inaccuracy in the estimate of AT of about 20%.
The fact that poorer estimates of AT were obtained at small x is understan
dable. Even for small x, short sample times must be used in the measurements to
capture coil internal dynamic behavior. At small x, the faster decay mode has an
amplitude which is small compared to that of the slower center-of—mass mode. As a
result, extraction of the relatively weak fast mode in the presence of the stronger
slow mode precludes very accurate determination of the fast mode decay constant.
For large x, the cumulative amplitudes of the various fast modes, here interpreted as
the amplitude of one averaged internal mode, become comparable to that of the
center-of-mass mode and more accurate determination of AT

becomes possi-

blef4- 5'

4.4.1. N11MRFR OF POINTS TIKI .F.TP.D TN THE BET.INNTNO Op (7(2Vg.rt

The first two channels were generally not used when fitting the data. These
two channels contained spurious correlations, among other processes, due to af
ter-pulsing in the photomultiplier tube. A careful study by Aldridge^ showed that
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for sample times not smaller than one microsecond the effect of afterpulsing was only
significant in the first two channels. For sample times of 0.5|is the spurious correla
tions could be found in the first five channels. Deleting the first five channels would
have led to difficulties in finding the intercept value of |G ^\<7,f) | and higher inac
curacies in the value for the averaged internal mode. Consequently the smallest sam
ple time used in the experiments was l|is and deleting the first two channels was
sufficient

4.4.2. NUMBER OF POINTS DELETED AT THE END OF HU'S

It was found that number of channels used by DISCRETE had a big influence
on the value that DISCRETE would find for the decay constant, especially at high
values of x. If too few points were used DISCRETE could not clearly recognize the
exponential character of the data. If too many points were used Hit) was already
completely decayed and DISCRETE tried to fit a noisy baseline term. As the data

rt
were multiplied by e 0 , the noise was increased by an exponentially growing term.
This problem was even increased by small errors in the estimate of the baseline.
Occasionally the value of the baseline determined by the Brookhaven correlator was
too big which led to an overbending of the function Hit). For small values of t,
H{t) is now ruled by the averaged internal mode, but for large times, when this mode

rt
has decayed Hit) is governed by e 0 with an amplitude corresponding to the error
in the estimate for the baseline. If DISCRETE used channels corresponding to times
in this regime the value that DISCRETE found for the averaged internal mode was
completely wrong. In the final analysis DISCRETE used as many channels as corres(2)
ponded to 2 —3 e—folds in Hit) —corresponding to 4 —6 e—folds in Gv iq,t).
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This was justified by two means. The first was to analyses the data for different valu
es of q with a varying number of channels and then to plot the data and the function
as represented by the fit parameter. By simply looking at these plots and comparing
the functions with each other the fit was chosen that represented the data best. It was
found that the best fit was gained by using roughly 2.5 e—folds for different values of
<7The second approach to justify not using all points was again to use simulated
data. This work was done by M cK iem an^ for three values of x, covering the who
le range accessed in the experiments. The results of this study for x = 58.8 are
shown in Figure 14. The dependence of the decay constant as found by DISCRETE
as seen in this picture was characteristic for all values of x. By interpolation it can

cn
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Figure 14

Variation of results for AT as a function of the number of channels
incorporated in the fit. The simulated data from Figure 13c (x = 58.8)
were used for this study. The results for small and intermediate x
were similar. The exact value is found by interpolation if the number
of channels corresponds to 2.8 e-folds.
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be seen that the error in the DISCRETE result would be smallest for 88 channels.
These 88 channels correspond for the sample time used and the actual decay con
stant to 2.8 e—folds in H(t). The results for small and intermediate values of x were
consistent with the results for the large value of x presented here.
In the final analysis, an initial number of channels was Erst guessed to obtain
an initial estimate for AT. With this value for AT the number of channels corres
ponding to 2.5 e—folds was calculated and the analysis was repeated. This procedure
was repeated until the values for AT and the number of channels were consistently
representing 2.5 e—folds. It should be mentioned that these 2.5 e—folds in H(t) corres
pond to 5 e—folds in G® \ Thus intensity correlation functions obtained in the experi
ment had decayed to about 0.7% of their initial values providing a complete repre
sentation of the autocorrelation function decay.
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5

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES AND RESULTS

5.1.

SAMPLE PREPARATION

The sample chosen for this study was linear polystyrene manufactured by the
Toyo Soda Company. This sample had a high molecular weight,

= 8.42 • 10*\ a

narrow weight distribution, M ^ / M ^= 1.17, and was determined to be atactic by
N M R ^. The molecular weight of the sample was considered to be the highest
possible that could readily be handled without degradation problems oftentimes asso
ciated with solutions of polystyrene chains having molecular weights around or exceding 107 (2)
' . The radii of gyration of this sample in cyclohexane and toluene were
taken from the literature^-

as determined by means of a Zimm plot. The values

used were 86lA and 1710A for cyclohexane and toluene respectively.
For the preparation of the samples the dry sample was weighed out on an ana
lytical Sartorius balance. The weight of the dry sample could be determined with an
accuracy of about lOfig. The dry sample was then dissolved in the solvent in a volu
me calibrated flask. With the mass of the dry sample and the total volume of the
solvent, the concentration could be calculated. The accuracy of the determination of
the concentration was estimated to be about one percent. Throughout this study distil
led—in—glass spectrophotometric grade solvents (Burdick and Jackson) were used.
The flask containing the solution was not filled right away all the way up. It
was left half empty to have the possibility to stir the solution by gently shaking it.
This was done to help the polystyrene dissolve in the solvent. After about seven days
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it was assumed that the polymer was completely dissolved and the flask was filled to
the desired volume. After another day to reach equilibrium the solution was ready to
use. The volume above the solution in the flask and the container in which the dry
sample was kept, was always filled with freon to prevent oxidation of the sample

5.2.

DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT MEASUREMENTS

The polymer center—of—mass diffusion coefficient was measured for each
sample for two reasons: first this provided a rather stringent check on the quality and
cleanness of the sample, and second the diffusion coefficient was needed later on for
the calculation of Hit).
The diffusion coefficient was measured with A,q =647lA at 0 = 16.5°. The
sample time used for the polymer in cyclohexane was 80ps and 50ps in toluene.
The diffusion coefficient was always measured eight times, while the duration of
each experiment was 30s.
The cleanness of the sample could be checked by comparing the measured and
the calculated baselines. The presence of "dust", or any kind of larger impurities,
would have resulted in a very slowly decaying component in the correlation function.
This component would not be completely decayed in the delayed channels, thus cau
sing the measured baseline to be higher than the calculated baseline. A certain run
was accepted if the two baseline terms agreed within 0.1%. The quality of the sam
ple could also be checked with the second moment of the cumulants analysis 5,
where 5 is a measure of the sample molecular weight polydispersity (see also Ap
pendix C The Method of Cumulants). Typical values for 8 were 0.005 —0.1. An
experiment was accepted if the value for 5 did not exceed 0.1. Out of the eight
experiments to accurately determine the diffusion coefficient typically two had to be
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rejected. These were then repeated. If a certain sample did not fall into these stan
dards it was not used in our experiments.
The final value for the diffusion coefficient was then compared with a master
curve that gave the diffusion coefficient as a function of the concentration, D(c), as
determined in an earlier study by E llis^ . This master curve agreed well with the
corresponding values given in the literature^’

The accuracy of this master

curve was estimated to be better than 2%. Consequently only samples whose measu
red diffusion coefficient agreed within two percent with the master curve were accep
ted. Typical deviations were around one percent.

5.3.

INFLUENCE OF HIGH POWER UV INPUT

The time necessary for the correlation function to develop to the necessary
quality was strongly dependent on the incident intensity: the higher the intensity the
faster the time correlation function developed. As the time necessary to measure AT
as function of q for a number of measurements was about 16 to 20 hours, the
approach taken in this work was to scatter as much light as possible off coil concen
tration fluctuations. The effects of input laser power, especially for UV excitation,
was a matter of some concern. While input powers of several hundred milliwatts at
6471A were known to cause no problem s^, the effect of varying the UV input
power had to be determined. Catalog absorption spectra^^ show toluene, cyclohe
xane and styrene to be nonabsorbing at 3511A. These predictions were not in agree
ment with what we saw: the effects of the UV beam on the solvents and the solution
could be seen as a thin blue line through the liquids, faint in the toluene used as
index matching fluid and stronger in the sample. This discrepancy between literature
and observations can be explained by the fact that the intensities employed in this
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work were much greater than those used in the absorption measurements. Thus the
laser input UV power dependence of the coil center-of-mass diffusion coefficient,
D(c), and the averaged internal mode decay constant, AT, were investigated.
The results for the diffusion coefficient are presented in Figures 15a andl5b
for toluene and cyclohexane, respectively. The results for the averaged internal decay
constant is presented in Figures 16a and 16b for the two solvents. The count rate for
all runs was kept at around lO^cps. To achieve this with the varying laser power the
aperture in front of the photomultiplier tube was adjusted and/or the counts were pre
scaled. The laser input power was measured directly in front of the vat. The scatte
ring angle for the diffusion coefficient measurements was 15° and for the internal
behavior 40°.
The experiments to determine the Die) were repeated five times for each
value of the input power. The error bars are determined as the standard deviation
from the mean value. The experiments to determine AT were repeated only three
times because of the long duration time necessary to obtain good statistical quality.
Here the error bars are defined by the maximum and the minimum value around the
average value of all three runs. For easier interpretation of the plots the average value
for the different input powers is drawn into the plot as a solid line, and the characte
ristic deviations from this average value are bracketed by dashed lines.
These characteristic deviations for the measurements of D(c) were around
1.5% for both toluene and cyclohexane. This deviation is what was expected from
the comparison of the measured diffusion coefficient with Die) as determined from
the master curve. The deviations of AT around their average value was for toluene
as well around 1.5%. All of these data sets were analyzed using the same number of
points. The deviations for polystyrene in cyclohexane (again analyzed on the basis
of a constant number of points) was about 5%. From experience gained during the
analysis of the experiments presented in the following sections it is believed that the
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Dependence of D on the UV input power. The measured value for D
shows neither in toluene (a) nor in cyclohexane (b) systematic devi
ations with the input power. The deviations around the mean value are
of the order of 1—2%.
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of the order of 2—5%.
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last value of 5% represents the accuracy with which AT could be determined.

5.4.

INFLUENCE OF HIGH COUNT RATES

As mentioned above the system was operated routinely at 10^ cps. At a typi
cal sample time for the experiments to investigate the internal behavior of l|is, this
count rate corresponds to on the average one count per sample time and the time
correlation function evolves rather fast. At sample times of 50|is, as characteristic
for the diffusion coefficient measurements, the signal had to be prescaled to prevent
overflowing of the 4—bit correlator channels. As it could not be assumed that the
electronics could handle such high count rates without problems, the effect of high
count rates was investigated by measuring the diffusion coefficient of one sample
with different count rates.
The results for a sample of polystyrene in toluene are shown in Figure 17.
The diffusion coefficient here was measured using the 6471A line at a scattering
angle of 0 = 16.5°. The total count rate was varied by adjusting the final aperture in
front of the photomultiplier tube and the laser intensity. This count rate was then
prescaled up to a factor of 2^ to prevent overflowing of the 4—bit correlator chan
nels. As can be seen in Figure 17 no effect could be observed up to a count rate of
1.7 • 10^ cps. The individual values for different count rates scatter around their
average value by typically less than 1.5%, the characteristic error in the determinati
on of the diffusion coefficient.
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5.5.

Dependence of D on the count rate. The count rate was changed by
adjusting the final aperture and/or the laser power (A# = 6471A). The
signal was prescaled to up to a factor of 24. No influence was obser
ved. The characteristic deviations are less than 2%.

THE EXPERIMENTS TO DETERMINE A r AS A FUNCTION OF a

Having removed the center—of-mass mode from |G ^(<7,f)| and the influen_
o
ni
—
ce of r Q = Dq from the internal mode decay constants in | Gv \q,t) | , AT(q)
should have the functional form

AT(q) = 2/Xj + A qY.

(5.1)

The first term on the right hand side of Equation 5.1 represents the q independent
radially symmetric coil "breathing" mode, while the second term represents the re
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maining internal modes.
An overview of the literature concceming this problem and the different
predicted values for y will be presented in Chapter 6, Discussion and Conclusions.
We were especially interested in the value for y, so it was attempted to probe
as big a range for q as possible.

The maximum scattering angle chosen was

0 = 110°. Above this angle the experiments took an unacceptably long time, because
the intensity scattered by the coils dropped rapidly with 0 according t o ^ ^ ^

I(jc) = C x~2 ( e~x + x - 1),

(5.2)

the form factor for the ideal or Gaussian coil. In Equation 5.2 C is a constant de
pendent on the experimental parameters.
The sample time for the experiments was chosen so that at least 2.5 e—folds
of the decay of H(t) could be analyzed. For small values of q the sample time x
was typically 2ps to 4|is, depending on the concentration of the solution (see Sec
tion 5.6. Influence of the Concentration on AT(^)), and l(xs for large values of q.
For small values of q, the amplitude of the slowly decaying center—of—mass mode
was much bigger than that of the averaged internal mode. The last block of correlator
channels had to be delayed to get good agreement of the calculated and the measured
baseline. Without delaying the last block, using the multi-x feature of the Brookhaven correlator described earlier, the center—of-mass mode would still contribute to
the channels used to measure the baseline. The delayed channels were not used to fit
the data by DISCRETE. Consequently up to 192 channels could be used by DIS
CRETE when using multi-x.
Due to spurious correlations the shortest sample time used was ljis. At very
high values of q, where the averaged internal mode decays fastest, 2.5 e—folds in
//(f) corresponded to about 100 correlator channels. This reduced number of data
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points that actually could be used by DISCRETE resulted in an increase of the uncer
tainty of the fit Whereas this uncertainty was 2 —5% at low values of q, it increa
sed to about 5 —10% at larger values of q. This is about the same as the estimated
accuracy with which we believe we are able to determine the internal decay constant,
so the the statistical uncertainties were not believed to be too big.
The duration of the experiment was determined by estimating the signal to
noise ratio by visually inspecting the correlation function as displayed on the AT
screen. Typical duration times were 300s at low values of q and up to 3600s at
the maximum value for q. All experiments on one sample were always made with
out interruption to avoid possible degradation of the sample. One series of measure
ments took typically 16 —20 hours. After all experiments to investigate the internal
behavior were finished the diffusion coefficient was measured again, to check the
quality of the sample again. No changes in the sample could be observed.
Figures 18a and 18b show the results for one series of experiments. The con
centration was 0.4 mg polystyrene per ml toluene. At each value of q the internal
decay constant was determined three times. The data points represented by triangles
correspond to measurements with A.q = 6471A, whereas the Xq = 3511A are repre
sented by the circles. The maximum and minimum value determine in Figure 18,
and in the similar figures to follow, the size of the error bars. The solid line in this
graph approximates the data points by a function of the form given in Equation 5.1
The fit was obtained by a nonlinear least square fit with the three free parameters
2/Tj, A and y. The dashed line gives Tq, the decay constant of the center—of—mass
2
2
mode, given by Dq . As the plot is versus q , the decay constant of the translatio
nal mode is just a straight line. This mode is over the whole range of q well separa
ted from the averaged internal mode. The data are well fit by Equation 5.1.
A log-log plot of these data are shown in Figure 18b, where the intercept
value 2/Xj had been subtracted from AT. These data can be fit very well by a
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The q dependence of AT in toluene at c = 0.4 mg/ml. The so
lid lines represent the best fit in the form of Eq. 5.1. The dotted
line represents Dq2. i t (b) 2/Xj had been subtracted before the
logarithm was taken. The triangles and circles represent measure
ments taken with Xq = 6471A, 3511A, respectively.
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straight line which further justifies the approach to fit AT(q) to the functional form
given in Equation S.l, i.e. no bends or kinks in the data are apparent.
Note that the data approach the intercept value

(AT(0) = 2/Xj) with zero

slope. At values of q around one only the the longest wavelength internal mode
—the breathing mode —contributes significantly to the scattering function besides the
center-of—mass mode. This breathing mode is radially symmetric, which can be
seen by the independence of q for small values of the scattering vector.
The hypothesis that the UV radiation does not distort the internal behavior of
the coil is further confirmed by observing the good overlap of the curves representing
UV and visible probing laser radiation (circles and triangles respectively). This over
lap can also be seen in Figures 19,20, 23, and 24.
Note also that the concentration, 0.4 mg/ml,

chosen for this experiment

corresponds roughly to a center-to-center distance of individual molecules of 2 -Rq .
This is probably the highest concentration for which the assumption of dilute solution,
under which the theory was developed, still holds.
The same kind of experiments were repeated for polystyrene in cyclohexane.
These results are shown in Figures 19a and 19b, again with linear—linear (a) and
log—log (b) axes. The characteristic behavior is similar to the behavior of polystyrene
in toluene, although the actual values for 2/Xp A and y are different. A discussi
on of these results is given in Chapter 6, Discussion and Conclusions.

5.6.

INFLUENCE OF THE CONCENTRATION ON ATYql

The experiments described above were repeated for seven different concentra
tions ranging from c = 0.3 mg/ml to c = 0.9 mg/ml for polystyrene in toluene. For
concentrations below 0.5 mg/ml the procedures were exactly the same as described
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above. The concentration of c = 0.5 mg/ml was found to be the critical concentrati
on where the overlap of different molecules starts to become significant. The poly
mer now starts to behave as a kind of "pseudo—gel"^ *

14)

characteristic length

at small values of q is not the radius of gyration anymore, but the mean distance
between contact points of different molecules.
A significant concentration dependence of the value for AT(^,c) was obser
ved for small values of q and high concentrations. This dependence can be seen in
Figures 20a and 20b for c = 0.56 mg/ml and c = 0.94 mg/ml, respectively. The
measured values are much smaller than what would be expected from the theory.
This decrease can be understood intuitively: a disturbance is not constrained by one
molecule, but can travel from one molecule to the next. This results in a longer
decay time of this disturbance and thus a decreased value for the decay constant T.
A dependence of the decay constants on the concentration for coils in dilute
solution has been predicted by Muthukumar^-

Muthukumar predicts a concen

tration dependence for all internal modes as

t.

= t9 ( 1 + cA j- k + •• •).

In this equation x. is the inverse of the decay constant of the i
and

k

(5.3)

fh

internal mode, A

are positive constants dependent on the strength of the excluded volume inter

actions and A depends on the molecular weight also. Increasing values for x.
would correspond to a decrease in the decay constants T.. At a first glance it seems
that our results confirm Muthukumars predictions, but some care should be taken
when interpreting these results. Even though Muthukumar predicts the modes with
smaller mode index i to have a stronger dependence on the concentration, this does
not explain the fact that we observe increasing values of AT(q,c) for fixed values of
q and increasing c. Remember though that the measured AT is an averaged inter-
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The q dependence of AT in toluene at higher concentrations. At
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nal mode, where the individual modes are weighted by their respective amplitudes.
Without knowledge of the concentration dependence of the individual amplitudes it is
not possible to quantitatively relate the averaged internal mode concentration depen
dence to the concentration dependence of the individual modes. Muthukumar does
not make any predictions how these amplitudes should change with the concentration.
The only X- that we can determine individually is t^. Explicit results for 2/ij will
be presented at the end of this chapter.
Furthermore it should be noted that at high concentrations and small values for
\

q, we are not probing individual molecules any more. This range for q and c has
been called the pseudo—gel regime and Muthukumar's treatment only holds in the
dilute solution regime. When interpreting the data it should also be kept in mind,
that at such small values of q a small error in the measurement of the diffusion coef
ficient can change Ar(^) considerably. The experiments presented here were mainly
designed to investigate the internal behavior deep inside the coils in dilute solution.
Above a critical value of q, AT(^) can still be fit to the functional form
given in Equation 5.1. For these fits the first couple of points were ignored, e.g. the
first three and the first five points for c = 0.56 mg/ml and c = 0.94 mg/ml, respec
tively (see Figure 20).
The results for y as a function of the concentration c are shown in Figu
re 21a. In this figure and in Figure 21b two data points at c = 0.22 mg/ml and
c = 0.54 mg/ml are presented courtesy of Devanand^*^ and E llis^ , respectively.
The experimental and numerical procedures for the 0.22mg/ml point were exactly
the same as for the points obtained in this work. The 0.54mg/ml point was obtained
on a different system and with a somewhat different way of analyzing the data, but
also using the function
Up to a value of c = 0.5 mg/ml, where all data points were included in the fit
to determine y, y does not show any significant concentration dependence. This
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result contradicts the experimental results by Huang and Frederick^^, who have
reported a linear dependence of y on the concentration in dilute solution. It should
be noted that since then experimental techniques and apparatus have improved great
ly. Currently it is well accepted that y should have no concentration dependence.
Above this critical concentration, when the first few data points were deleted,
the obtained value for y first increases and then decreases for even higher concentra
tions. A satisfactory explanation for the increase just above the critical concentration
has not been found. But this pseudo-gel regime is generally not well understood yet.
An interesting result is the concentration dependence of the intercept AT(0),
as obtained by fitting AT(^). This dependence can be approximated by a straight
line, as shown in Figure 21b. In this figure AT(0,c) has been called 2/t^(c). As
pointed out earlier AT(0,c) represents 2/x j ( c) only below a critical concentration.
Above this concentration the solution is a pseudo gel and Xj has lost its meaning of
time constant of the breathing mode. The intercept value 2/Xj(0) although should
represent the decay constant of the breathing mode for infinite dilution.
The error bars as obtained by the fit of AT(^) in Figure 21b are of the size of
the symbols. In certain cases for high concentrations it was difficult to decide which
of the low q values to delete and which to keep. This uncertainty represents an error
of up to 10% in the estimate of Xj(c). The uncertainty of the extrapolated value for
Xj(0) due to these uncertainties is even larger and also depends strongly on the num
ber of Xj(c) values used for the extrapolation.
The dependence of Tj on the concentration clearly contradicts the prediction
made by Muthukumar. According to Equation 5.3, Xj(c) and not 2/Xj(c) should
have a positive slope. Even though the determination of Xj was not the main goal of
the experiments and the estimates of 2/Xj have a relatively high uncertainty, we feel
confident that the characteristic behavior is represented in Figure 21b and these results
provide a basis for continued investigation of this behavior.
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6

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In the following chapter the results obtained in this study will be compared to
the various predictions made and the results obtained by other workers. The chapter
is divided in two sections treating the results for y and 2/Tj separately.

6.1.

THE RESULTS FOR y

A variety of predictions for the value of y has been made by several wor
kers. The different treatments include different assumptions such as whether or not
hydrodynamic interactions or the effect of excluded volume are taken into account.
Hydrodynamic interactions means that all segments interact through the solvent with
each other: a moving segment creates a disturbance in the solvent that influences all
other segments. By excluded volume it is meant that two segments can not occupy
the same space at the same time. This effect leads to a swelling of the polymer,
especially in a good solvent. The excluded volume effects are long range interac
tions.
In a poor solvent at a certain temperature, the so called 0-temperature, the
excluded volume effects and the effects of hydrodynamic interactions balance each
other. This condition is referred to as theta condition. An important effect of these
balancing forces is that the polymer assumes Gaussian statistics. All theoretical pre
dictions are based on the assumption that the polymer has a normal weight distributi
on. Consequently the operating temperature for the poor solvent cyclohexane was
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chosen to be the 0-temperature.
Table 1 summarizes the predictions made^- *^. In this table the abbreviation
EV stands for excluded volume and HI for hydrodynamic interactions. The case whe
re hydrodynamic interactions are taken into account corresponds to a poor or theta
solvent and is also referred to as non-freedraining or the Zimm limit. When hydrodynamic interactions are neglected we are in the Rouse limit of a good solvent corres
ponding to freedraining. An underlying assumption for all these treatments is a Gaus
sian mass distribution which holds strictly only for a poor solvent under theta conditi
on, as mentioned above.

Author(s)

w /offl
w/oEV

w/oHI
w/ EV

w/ HI
w/oEV

w/ HI
w/ EV

deGennes

4

—

—

—

~

3

8/3

Dubois—Violette
& deGennes
Silbey & Deutch

—

—

3

16/5

Akcasu & Gurol

4

—

3

-

Saleh & Hendrix

4

—

-

—

Benmouna & Akcasu

4

2+1/v, 4

3

3

Table 1

Values for y in q? as predicted by various workers. The abbreviations
EV and HI stand for excluded volume and hydrodynamic interactions,
respectively.

The general prediction for polymers under theta condition are y = 3 without
including the effects of exluded volume. Three workers treated this problem conside
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ring excluded volume effects. In this case Benmouna and Akcasu^ predict y to
remain unchanged,

whereas duBois—Violette and deGennes^ and Silbey and

D eu tch ^ predict y = 8/3 and y = 16/5, respectively.
The predictions for the macromolecules in good solvent agree on y = 4 with
out excluded volume effects. The problem with exluded volume effects has only
been treated by Benmouna and A kcasu^ who predict y = 2+1/v, 4 for q below or
above a critical value of q. The definition for the critical value of q can be found
in Reference (6). In the last expression for y, v is the power with which the diffus
ion coefficient depends on the molecular weight. For the polymer used, v was
theoretically^ and experimentally^- **^ determined to be about 3/5.
-J

A

Furthermore it has been said, that the difference between q and q should
have no dramatic impact on the experiments'(31. We observed the difference between
y = 3 and y = 4 clearly. In Figure 22 the two curves from Figure 18 and 20 are
presented again, this time side by side to visualize their differences. The presentation
—
2
chosen for this picture was AT versus q instead of q to better visualize the q
dependence of AT —especially the radial symmetry of the longest wavelength inter
nal mode.
2 80 i 0 07
q *
'
de3 85 + 0 27
pendence, whereas the dependence in the good solvent toluene was q ' ~ ’ .
AT(<7) under theta condition in cyclohexane showed

This value for the q dependence in toluene was determined by averaging the four
values for concentrations below the critical concentration obtained in this work. The
se values agree very well with the predictions made by Benmouna and Akcasu^ and
the one by duBois—Violette and deGennes'( 2y) for the respective solvent qualities. It
should be noted that these theoretical values are the more elaborate ones that take the
excluded volume effect into account. The change of the q dependence from 3.7 to
4 as predicted in Ref. 2 at a critical value of q could not be observed.
Other workers***- **^ have tried as well to determine values for y. The re—
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Side—by—side comparison of AT versus q for good and theta solvent.
Again the triangles and the circles denote visible (red) and UV probing
wavelengths, respectively. The difference between q3 and q4 can
clearly be observed along with the q independence in the small q re
gion.

ported values vary over a wide range from about y = 2 to y = 3. While the earlier
papers by Hendrix et.al.^^ and Huang and Frederick^^ just report an increase of y
above 2 at x > 1, the later papers by Witzius and Cannell^^, Han and Akcasu<14> and Tsunashima e t.a l.^ - ^

report y = 3 for both good and theta solvents.

This discrepancy can be explained by noting that the assumption qRQ »

1, under

wich the power law was derived, was not fulfilled by the experiments. Some wor
kers stayed in the range
2

q = 1.7 • 10
Figure 22).

10

2

x < 5.

For our polymer
—

x=5

corresponds to

1/cm . At such small values of q, AT looks basically flat (see

The assumption

qR q

»
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1 implies that the center—of-mass mode does not

contribute significandy to the scattering function anymore. That means that the varia
tion of AT with q is only due to the various internal modes. But other workers did
not factor the center-of—mass mode out as was done here to obtain H(t). In the
References 11—16 usually an effective decay rate is defined to which both the center-of-mass and the internal modes contribute. This effective decay rate can be obtained by different means, e.g. the method of cumulants'1141J or the histogram me
thod^-

To estimate the influence by the different ways of data analysis we

reevaluated our data using the software by Biookhaven supplied with the correlator to
determine the first cumulant. In Figures 23 and 24 the results are shown together
with our results for AT, both on a linear (a) and a log—log scale (b) for cyclohexane
and toluene respectively.
The new cumulant analysis values for y are 7 = 2.92 in cyclohexane and
y = 3.06 in toluene, thus reproducing the values given in the references 13—16. It is
believed that the discrepancy in y for a good solvent is caused by underestimating
the influence of the center-of—mass mode. The requirement qR^ » 1 can only in
extreme cases be fulfilled directly within the framework of a light scattering experi
ment using the biggest polymers currently available. These extremely high molecular
weight polymers are very difficult to handle and measure. The implicit requirement
that the center-of-mass mode does not contribute to the scattering function signifi2
candy can, on the the contrary, be fulfilled by factoring the Dq term out of the
scattering function, as was done in this work.
To stress the reliability of our results it should be noted also that in this work
y could be reproduced for the case of a good solvent below the critical concentration
with high accuracy several times and twice for polystyrene in a poor solvent.
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AT (closed symbols) and the first cumulant (open symbols) versus
q2 for the 0.4mg polystyrene per ml toluene solution. The exponent
y differs, as can be seen in the log-log representation of the data
(b). Prior to taking the logarithm, the corresponding intercepts were
subtracted.
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nent y remains almost unchanged, as can be seen in the log—log repre
sentation of the data (b). Prior to taking the logarithm, the correspon
ding intercepts were subtracted.
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6.2.

THE RESULTS FOR 2 /^
/g \2 15—22)
Upon reviewing the literature^ ’ ’
one finds a large variety for values

for t j . These values generally do not agree very well with each other, especially in
the case of a good solvent, where the reported values cover almost one order of mag
nitude. The agreement of values for Xj in poor solvent is somewhat better. Also a
larger number of values has been reported. It should be noted that generally only
little emphasis is made on a concentration dependence, although in a poor solvent
several groups^*’

have done experiments at different concentrations. Assu

ming that actually no, or only a slight concentration dependence exists in a poor
solvent, our value for Xj can be compared direcdy to the theoretical value.
Comparison can best be made in a form for Xj incorporating the intrinsic
viscosity [T]]:

*1 - A $ T -

<61)

Here T!q is the solvent viscosity and R and T have their usual meanings as gas
constant and absolute temperature, respectively. A^ is a constant depending on the
model used for the calculations. In the Zimm m odel^^ A^ can be determined to be
1.184. In the Rouse m odel^^ Aj takes the value Aj = 0.822. A different treat
ment for the poor solvent case by Bixon and Zwanwig^^ predicts Aj = 0.574. The
basic difference between the treatments by Zimm and by Bixon and Zwanzig is that
the former preaveraged the diffusion tensor in order to simplify the mathematics. It
should be noted that non—preaveraging leads to a difference in the predicted values
for Aj corresponding to a factor of about two.
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For the good solvent the value for [r|] was taken from the formula by Appelt
and Meyerhoff^^:

[Tl] = 1.069 • 10- 2 M ®/724

(6.2)

The intrinsic viscosity in cyclohexane is given in Equation 6.3 according to Fukuda

(6 .3 )

[Tl] = 8 .8 • 10

The result for Ap using the result for 2/Xj in cyclohexane determined in this work,
is Aj = 0.641. This value is in rather good agreement with the value given by Bixon
and Zwanzig. Some care should be taken when interpreting this result, as it is not
clear whether the assumption of no concentration dependence in a poor solvent holds,
especially in view of the concentration dependence in a good solvent observed in this
study. Furthermore it should be noted again that extracting the value of 2/x^ was
not the main purpose of this work. To clearly distinguish between the two theories
more experiments to determine the longest wavelength internal mode decay constant
should be done and the concentration dependence should be investigated also for a
poor solvent.
With the results presented in Figure 21b a value of 3900|is for x^(0) can be
obtained for infinite dilution if all points, also the points above the critical concentra
tion, are used for a linear fit. This value corresponds to Aj = 0.505, again in rather
good agreement with Bixon and Zwanzig's value. A value of

T j(0 )

=

1 7 0 0 jis

is

obtained if only the three most reliable values below the critical concentration
c = 0.5 mg/ml are used. The value for c = 0.45 mg/ml was ignored as the statistics
on this point were significantly worse than on any other point. This new value for
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Tj(0) corresponds to A-^ = 1.158 now in good agreement with the Zimm result.
That would indicate that the assumption of ffeedraining is even in a good solvent not
fulfilled.
On grounds of the results presented here clearly no theoretical treatment can
be preferred over the other. But it should be pointed out that the agreement of our
results with the theoretical predictions is fairly close compared to the values quoted
by the aforementioned experimentalists.

6.3.

CONCLUSIONS

A similar series of experiments should be performed for polystyrene in a poor
solvent, e.g. cyclohexane, to investigate the behavior of y as a function of the
concentration.

If

y~3

holds over a wide range of concentrations it will be

established that the solvent quality influences the internal behavior. This has been
predicted by most theoreticians but never been clearly established by experimentalists,
to the best of my knowledge.
Furthermore more experiments at smaller concentrations should be made to
extract values for t^(c) to check whether the behavior predicted by Muthukumar can
be found in a poor solvent. Such experiments also in a good solvent should be made
to obtain a more reliable result for t j ( 0) for both good and poor solvents.
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APPENDIX A

THE CORRELATION FUNCTION

The autocorrelation function C^(x) of a function /(f) is defined a s ^
+ T

C^x) =

Hm 1 / 27

j* / ( f ) / (f-K) df

(A.l)
3

(«*)>

Correlation analysis is essentially a means for comparing two signals in order to deter
mine the degree of similarity between them. In autocorrelation the original function
is displaced in time by an amount x, the product of the displaced and undisplaced
versions is formed, and the area under that product is computed by means of the
integral.
As an easy example consider the function /(f) = A sin(cof + e). Then
+ T
Cj^x) = 1im 1 / 2T J* A sin((Bf+e) A sin[co(f+x)+e] dt
T
=

A

2

(A.2)

c o s(o jx )

Thus the autocorrelation function of a sinusoidal with frequency 0) is a cosine
function with the same frequency.

Note that information about initial conditions
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contained in the phase factor e is lost. Thus an autocorrelation function contains no
phase information.
As a second example consider the autocorrelation function of the field scatte
red off molecules in dilute solution as could be determined in a heterodyne light scat
tering experiment^. The scattering function

is given by

^(q,t) = exp { - O V m

(A.3)

where r(f) is the position vector of a molecule as a function of time. The autocorre
lation function F(q,t) is then given by

F{q,t) = <'P*(f)'F(0)>
(A.4)
= <exp {/q[r(0 - r(0)]}>,

where the initial time has been set to zero.
It can be shown that F(q,t)

is the fouriertransform

of

G(R,t),

where

G(R,t)cPris the probability that a molecule originally at r = 0 diffuses in the time t
to the position R. G(R,t) obeys the diffusion equation:

^ G(R,t) = £> V2 G(R,t)

(A.5)

The spatial Fourier transform of Equation A.5 is

%-t F(q,t) = - q 2 DF(q,t)

with the solution

(A.6)
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F(q,t) = exp (~q2Dt) = e Tt, F(q,0) = 1

(A.7)

2
with r = D<7 . We conclude that the heterodyne correlation function is an exponenti

ally decaying function with decay constant T.
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APPENDIX B

THE OPERATION PRINCIPLE OF A DIGITAL CORRELATOR

A correlator is a hardwired computer designed to calculate the temporal corre
lation function (see Appendix A: The Autocorrelation Function) of an input signal in
real tim e ^ l A block diagram of a correlator is shown in Figure 25.
The input signal labeled "Shift" is connected to a clock and is timed by the
chosen sample time. After one sample time has passed the count rate for this time
interval is put into the first channel of the upper register, here labeled as "Register",
commonly referred to as shift—register. All values contained in channels of this regis
ter are shifted to the next channel, and the value from the last channel is lost. At the
same time the same value is fed into the multiplier gate, labeled in Figure 25 as "Ga
te". When a correlator is used to calculate the autocorrelation function of a signal the
shift register and the multiplier gate (A and B) are connected. Then the value contai
ned in the multiplier gates ("&"), which is identical to the value in the first channel
of the shift register, is multiplied with the individual values contained in the shift
register. The results of these multiplications for the individual channels are added to
the values previously contained in the channels of a storage register ("STORE") of the
respective channels. This procedure is continuously repeated for a chosen time, the
duration time of the experiment. The values then contained in the storage register
represent the autocorrelation function of the input signal. Before the next experiment
is started all channels in both registers are set to zero.
For further information on correlators the reader is referred to the the articles
by E. Jakeman and C. J. Oliver in Reference 1 and the references therein.
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S h ift

STORE

Figure 25

Block diagram of a digital correlator, showing the storage—and shift
registers and the gate, where the according values are multiplied and
added.
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APPENDIX C

THE METHOD OF CUMULANTS

The method of cumulants as devised first by Koppel^ provides a very power
ful method to determine the width, skewness and other higher modes of a molecular
weight distribution^.
Consider a normalized scattering function of a monodisperse sample in the
range x « 1:

|G(1)(/)| = e “ n .

(C.1)

For a polydisperse sample Equation C. 1 mustbe generalized to a distribution of expo
nentials:

00

|G(1)(r)| = / s ( D e - n dT
0

(C.2)

where gOO is the normalized distribution of decay rates. g(H dT is the total scatte
red intensity by molecules with T in the increment dT. g(D is normalized:

00

J

g (n d r = 1

(C.3)

0
Koppel finds the coefficients of the distribution by first taking the logarithm
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and then expanding in a Taylor series:
n
kj
ln[|G(1)(t)|] = Y , ~ n T
n

(C.6)

!, 2,

where
* = r C -D "

L

(C.5)

10 [ 10(1)(r> | ]

dt

rio

A slightly easier but less rigorous approach has been proposed by Pusey'(2 ) . Pusey
expanded Equation C.2 around exp(-Tr):

-n

(C.6)

where the mean decay rate T is defined as

r = / rg(D dr
o
Substituting C.6 into C.3 gives

(C.7)
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The (i^'s are the moments around the mean of g(H- Thus:

lln = j ( T - D n g (D d T

(C.9)

Equation C.8b recovers Equation 2.22 for an unnormalized case without the conside
ration of the internal modes.
The parameter

*s a measure of the polydispersity. Another important

parameter is the normalized second cumulant, which is defined in Equation C.10:

s ^ / f 2.

(C.10)
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